All-in-one

provisioning

Operator Connect for Microsoft Teams
Simply and quickly enable PSTN calling for Microsoft Teams

Leverage existing operator contracts:
Keep your preferred operator and contracts, while enabling a
modern calling experience in Teams.

Simple and quick to deploy:
Using iPILOT, it takes minutes to connect your voice network and
assign phone numbers to users – all from the Teams Admin Center.
You do not need to be an expert in voice to deploy calling to Teams.

SBC-managed infrastructure:
PSTN calling services and Session Border Controllers (SBCs) are managed
and housed by NUWAVE, saving on hardware purchase and management.

Enhanced support and reliability:
NUWAVE provides tech support and shared service level agreements to improve support service,
while direct peering powered by Azure creates a 1:1 network connection for enhanced reliability

Communications Provisioning
in Minutes, not months
Unified: One pane of glass
Simplified: One workflow
Fast: In minutes, not months

Simplified Global Voice
Provisioning
iPILOT by NUWAVE offers a single pane-ofglass and a single workflow to efficiently
manage the entire lifecycle of your company’s
entire global cloud voice network and
collaboration platform.

Imagine a world
Where you can connect your entire complex communication
network infrastructure, without coding, into a single intuitive
user interface that offers:
Intuitive stepwise
management

On-demand
communications
survivability

Secure SSO through
Active Directory

On-demand
capacity scaling

Bring your own
carrier options

End-to-end MACD

This is iPILOT

Centralized Global
Communications

By connecting, automating, and orchestrating your global onboarding, provisioning, and
management, you can do in minutes what previously took months and with significantly
less cost and resources.

Unified
iPILOT™ offers a single
pane of glass view and
control of your entire
global communications
infrastructure.

60-Day
Free Trial

nuwave.com

Simple

Fast

iPILOT™ simplifies the
onboarding & tenant
provisioning process
into a single workflow
that can be managed by
non-technical personnel.

iPILOT™ reduces the
time to market for Direct
Routing customers to
minutes, not months.

Seeing is believing. In only a few minutes, enable yourself with
the most industry disrupting tool in the market for Microsoft
Teams. Go to www.NUWAVE.com/free-trial to get started.
We are here to answer any questions: sales@NUWAVE.com.

+1 (888) 368-9283
sales@nuwave.com

